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With the great success of the physical and biological sciences, physicalism has become the leading 

ontological model of reality. That is, one can make the case that physics and chemistry are all we need to 

describe everything in reality. To quote the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy:1 

Physicalism is the thesis that everything is physical, or as contemporary philosophers 

sometimes put it, that everything supervenes on the physical. The thesis is usually 

intended as a metaphysical thesis, parallel to the thesis attributed to the ancient Greek 

philosopher Thales, that everything is water, or the idealism of the 18th Century 

philosopher Berkeley, that everything is mental. The general idea is that the nature of the 

actual world (i.e. the universe and everything in it) conforms to a certain condition, the 

condition of being physical. Of course, physicalists don't deny that the world might 

contain many items that at first glance don't seem physical — items of a biological, or 

psychological, or moral, or social nature. But they insist nevertheless that at the end of 

the day such items are either physical or supervene on the physical. 

In the simplest terms, we can define physicalism as the idea that the fundamental interactions of stuff in 

the universe operates at the level of mindless chemistry (or at the level of mindless particle physics). 

Minds exist, but they are the products of mindless particles operating in an assembly that performs the 

functions of a mind.  

Physicalism is contrasted with anti-physicalism, which denies that physicalism can account for some of the 

stuff we believe to exist, such as numbers, minds, consciousness, morality, and so on. 

Anti-physicalists have been ingenious in cooking up arguments and thought experiments to bring down 

the physicalist picture. These arguments usually take the form of “We cannot imagine a physical way to 

achieve X or to explain Y”. For example, if numbers exist as non-physical things, and our minds perceive 

them, then it looks like our minds can interact with non-physical stuff. How can brains be causally closed 

within the physical yet still interact with non-physical things? 

 
1 https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/physicalism/ 
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In general, however, arguments from lack of imagination are not very compelling. Sometimes, 

mechanistic explanations are not obvious to our limited imaginations. A prime example is the theory of 

evolutionary biology through mutation and natural selection. Though the theory is relatively simple, it 

was for centuries unimaginable that non-mental chemical processes could account for the diversity of life 

on Earth. 

The brain’s neural networks provide a similar example of a physical solution to a complex problem, 

namely, the question of how brains create abstractions. This solution is key to unraveling several anti-

physicalist philosophical dilemmas.  

A complete defense of physicalism is beyond the scope of this paper, but I want to describe several 

arguments against physicalism that can be defused by talking about how brains are actually known to 

function. 

How Brains Work 
We do not understand everything about brains and consciousness. However, we know enough about 

brains to replicate key features of its operation and apply it to the solution of real problems. Brains are 

built of neural networks, networks of nerve cells that communicate via electrochemical impulses. 

In biological systems, a nerve cell or neuron is typically large and long-lived. Though the main bodies of 

neurons are small like other cells, they can have roots that are inches in length, connecting to other nerves 

and tissue in the body. The connections between neurons form a complex network, such that one neuron 

may be connected and “listening” to the activity of thousands of other neurons. 

Each neuron listens for the electrochemical spasms of neighboring neurons. If the right signals are 

received in a short time, the cell undergoes a spasm of its own. A cell can act as a simple conductor of a 

nerve signal, such as when nerve cells conduct impulses from the brain to a muscle, or when a nerve cell 

conducts a sensory signal from the eye to the brain. However, most neurons are looking for patterns of 

coincidence from neighboring cells, firing only when enough of its neighbors fire in quick succession.  

Networks of neurons learn by making connections with new nerve cells and by adjusting their sensitivity 

to their neighbors. The learning mechanism of neurons has been vaguely understood since the early 

1950’s. Donald Hebb’s 1949 theory can be summarized as “Cells that fire together wire together.” By the 

late 1950’s, the first primitive artificial neural networks had been built. The Perceptron (1957) was a simple 

network that could be trained to recognize printed characters on a page and output a digital code 

corresponding to the recognized character.  

Human brains are similar the brains of other animals, but humans have a huge neocortex. The neocortex is 

the outer and newer (in evolutionary terms) part of the brain. It is in the neocortex that we process our 

most abstract thoughts. The interesting thing about the neocortex is that it has essentially the same 

structure throughout. What each part of the neocortex does depends upon what it is connected to. The 

neocortex acts like a general-purpose learning and abstraction machine, finding patterns in whatever it is 

connected to.  



Artificial Networks 
The structure of the neocortex is partially replicated in the typical artificial neural network. We can depict 

a simplified neuron as a node with inputs (blue arrows) and output (red arrow): 

 

Figure 1- A simple artificial neuron 

As in the brain, an artificial network of neurons is arranged by connecting many neurons in layers: 

 

Figure 2 - A simple artificial neural network 

The outputs of one layer become the inputs to the next layer. However, because neurons generally have 

multiple inputs and one output, the outputs from the first layer can be combined in any permutation in 

the inputs of the next layer. This can repeat for as many layers as we want. In human brains there are 

also links across layers, e.g., from layer 1 directly to layer 3, and so on. 

This arrangement of neurons facilitates a pattern-matching effect. Each successive layer can recognize a 

pattern in the layers below. As the layers go up, the layers are learning to recognize patterns within 

patterns, deeper and deeper levels of abstraction. 

In practice, how does an individual artificial neuron work? 

In the earliest designs, the neuron looked at its inputs, and decides whether it should output a value of 

zero or one. This output of zero or one feeds up to the next layer in the network. One of the simplest 

mechanisms to make this calculation was to compute a weighted sum of its inputs and see if the sum 

meets a threshold. For instance, suppose a simple artificial neuron calculates its total input as: 



𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 0.15 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡1 + 0.95 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡2 + 0.43 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡3 

Suppose also that if the total input is greater than or equal to 1.0, then the neuron outputs a value of 1.0, 

otherwise it outputs a value 0.0.  Since the inputs are either zero or one, we can see that our example 

neuron will output a value of 1.0 whenever Input2 is 1.0 and either of Input1 or Input3 is 1.0. 

Where do the multiplier parameters (0.15, 0.95, 0.43) come from in our example formula for the total 

input? 

These parameters are the result of automated training of the neural network. They are not set (or looked 

at) by programmers. We just let the network look at some data (sometimes with training feedback), and 

the network sets the parameters within each of the neurons. 

Modern neural networks are more sophisticated than our example. They may feature memory or time-

dependency. However, typical applications keep the neurons relatively simple. 

In a practical application, the lowest layer of the network would be connected to sensors of some kind. 

For example, in the following diagram, the first layer of cells is connected to pixels in a visual field. 

When shapes are overlaid on the pixels, there are three patterns that can show up. The star lights up the 

top three pixels, the triangle lights only the top pixel, and the heart lights up the bottom three pixels. The 

network begins to recognize the coincidences and the result is that just one neuron fires at the top level 

for each possible input pattern. 

 

A practical artificial neural network may have hundreds or thousands of neurons per layer. Such 

networks can learn how to recognize objects in photos or video, classify sounds, or predict what 

consumers are likely to do next. Neural nets have been applied in everything from aerospace to robotics 

to telecommunications. 

The scale of the human brain dwarfs the scale of our artificial neural networks. The human neocortex has 

six layers and contains many billions of neurons. Each human neuron can have as many as 10,000 



connections to other neurons, and the network has complex feed forward and feedback behaviors. 

However, human brains are limited in the way they can be interfaced with data. For example, a human 

looking for patterns in numerical data can look at tables of numbers and at graphs and look for interesting 

patterns. But in some cases, the patterns may not be obvious in graphs or the data may have too many 

dimensions to be visualized. An artificial neural network can be custom designed to take input from 

complex numerical data and find patterns a human cannot see. 

The earliest artificial neural networks were conditioned to produce specific outputs for specific inputs. 

However, modern networks are perfectly capable of finding patterns in data all by themselves. They 

simply need to be exposed to a variety of data containing the patterns that need to be identified. For 

example, to train a neural network to identify features of cats, you need only expose the network to 

thousands of images of cats at differing perspectives, scales, and colors. 

Simple and Complex Mappings 
Suppose we build a simple, non-neural machine that is used to identify red versus blue bottle caps. The 

simplest machine of this type might have just two camera sensors, one for red objects, and one for blue 

ones. And the wiring of this machine would also be simple: if the blue camera sees a blue object, shout 

“Blue!”, if the red camera sees a red object, then shout “Red!” 

 

However, the more complex the pattern we want to detect, the more sensors we need, the more sensor 

readings we must take, and the more complicated the logic we need to use to recognize the situation. For 

example, to check the shape and color of objects, we might add shape sensors to our machine: 



 

The logic in the green box combines the data from the color and shape sensors using a simple “AND” to 

compute its output. This is a simple mapping from input to output. 

However, there are real-world patterns that are complex and subtle, such that writing out the “logic” used 

to compute the output is unhelpful. This is usually the case for a trained neural network. A network’s 

mapping from input to output is often so complex that writing out the relationship in logical form is 

unhelpful. 

Suppose we have a neural network that is trained to recognize cats passing in front of a video camera. 

Such a network might involve thousands of artificial neurons arranged in multiple layers. At the top layer 

will be a neuron that outputs a 1.0 when a cat is in the frame and a 0.0 otherwise. Though we can express 

what the network is doing to generate these outputs in terms of the logic and calculations within the 

neurons, this mathematical expression is generally not very enlightening. Imagine a long equation 

involving sums and logic, with many thousands of additions and comparisons. Although the network is 

successfully identifying cats when they appear on camera, the formula by which it reaches its conclusion 

is relatively uninformative. 

This is an interesting property of neural networks. The networks can find sophisticated patterns that 

cannot be expressed in terms of simple formulae, yet they work anyway. This is just like the way humans 

make classifications in complex cases. For example, what is a cat? 

Most people would answer by describing a prototypical cat. A small, furry mammal with four legs, two 

ears, and a tail. However, there are cats that have no tail, cats that have no hair, and cats that have 

missing limbs. If we saw a hairless sphynx cat that had lost an ear, we would still recognize it as a cat.  

The neural networks in our brains are looking along multiple dimensions of similarity and deciding 

whether to classify what we see as a cat. If there are enough lines of similarity, we identify what we see as 

a cat. Otherwise, we may recognize it as something else or as nothing at all. For edge cases, there is often 



no correct answer when it comes to classification. Moreover, we often have little or no introspective 

access to how our brains are making this calculation. 

Recognition and Abstraction 
Flexible pattern recognition has the power of abstraction. Suppose we have a computer that is connected 

to a camera, and we program this computer/camera combination to recognize a particular cat—let’s say 

this cat is a ginger cat named Garfield. By recognize, we simply mean that the computer/camera 

combination will display “Hello, Garfield!” when (and only when) it sees Garfield appear on camera. Let 

us also assume that the computer software can recognize Garfield under a wide variety of conditions. 

That is, the computer can recognize Garfield from almost any perspective, under a variety of lighting 

conditions, when Garfield’s fur is ruffled, and even when Garfield is partially obscured by other objects. 

Such a computer system can reasonably be said to have an abstraction for Garfield.  

One way to see that we have an abstraction is to realize that this system could recognize Garfield under 

perspectives, lighting conditions, and states of scruffiness that Garfield has never existed in before. In a 

sense, the computer system has a concept of Garfield. 

Artificial neural networks learn to recognize patterns in their inputs that are flexible in this way. That is, 

neural networks are abstraction building machines. And the brain is full of them. 

This is a stunning result. It means that we understand, in principle, how brains create abstractions and 

concepts. And because the neural networks algorithm is quite general, there is nothing to prevent new 

networks from finding patterns among patterns and creating yet more abstract concepts. For example, the 

concept of mammal can be thought of as an abstraction from the individual mammals that we know. 

That is, there is a common pattern among our patterns for cat, dog, cow, human, etc. Similarly, a 

network can distinguish between images of one, two, or three oranges sitting on a table. Or one, two, or 

three apples sitting on a table. It is relatively simple for a network to create a primitive concept for 

numbers as “one of __”, “two of __” and so on. By wiring networks into networks, we can create very 

abstractions. 

The press reported in 2005 that teams at UCLA and Caltech found neurons in the brain representing Bill 

Clinton or Halle Berry.2 This story was not always reported accurately, but the general idea is consistent 

with the model we described above. Neurons at the top of the network are likely to represent more 

abstract perceptions. 

At this point, we can already see why the notion of “brain states” is not helpful for understanding what 

brains can do. For any given neuron representing a high-level abstraction, there may be trillions of 

microscopic states that result in that neuron being fired. There are countless possible conditions (and 

corresponding states of matter in your brain) under which you might recognize Garfield in your field of 

view. Moreover, talk of brain states hides the true nature of what brains are actually doing when they 

recognize things in the world or make predictions about the future. A priori, it is difficult to imagine any 

 
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grandmother_cell  
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collection of atoms or brain states performing the task of abstraction. Yet, a posteriori, neural networks 

demonstrate a configuration of matter that does precisely this. 

Arguments Against Physicalism 
There are several arguments against physicalism that begin to dissolve when we realize that physical 

brains are abstraction machines. The first argument I want to discuss is the weakest and most informal of 

the group, and it proceeds something like this: 

1. If physicalism is true, there ought to be physical explanations for everything. 

2. Physicalist explanations are established through the scientific method. 

3. Some concepts are primitive to our understanding (e.g., love, hate, goodness, life), yet we do not 

have scientific criteria for these concepts. Moreover, we seem to know these things intimately, 

despite not being able to say how. 

4. Conclusion: there appear to be familiar concepts beyond the reach of science, and therefore 

beyond the reach of the physical. 

This argument strikes many as intuitively sensible, so I want to address it.  

Part of the confusion arises at step one where people tend to think that for physicalism to be deemed true, 

we must already have explanations for every phenomenon. This is not a reasonable criterion. Ultimately, 

if physicalism is true, then everything must have a physical explanation, but it does not follow that we 

ought to have possession of that explanation now. Physicalism also does not imply we will have scientific 

explanations or definitions for every phenomenon. However, since humans seem to be able to recognize 

things like love, life, and goodness, we should least have a scientific explanation for how human brains 

could do so. This is where neural networks come in. 

A neural network integrates thousands (or millions) of small pieces of information at the lowest levels of 

the network and outputs awareness of a high-level abstraction at the top level. As explained earlier, there 

will be no simple formula that can do the work of a neural network. Love can be a real pattern, a real 

abstraction, yet it can resist any simple definition we concoct. 

In other words, neural networks provide a physicalist basis for the existence of fuzzy abstractions that 

have clear prototypes as well as ambiguous cases. Physicalism can explain our abstraction for art, 

understand that The Mona Lisa is a prototypical example, and still appreciate edge cases like the silent 

musical composition of John Cage. 

Universals 
Philosophers have debated the nature of abstractions or universals, as they are often called.3  Are 

universals properties of the mind or are they in the things themselves? Or are universals real in 

themselves? 

 
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_(metaphysics) 
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Some of these metaphysical theories about the nature of abstractions may conflict with physicalism, 

depending on how we define terms such as physicalism and existence. For example, what is the 

metaphysical status of numbers? 

Numbers are abstract and seemingly non-physical. It is likely that different human cultures developed 

counting independently of each other, and that humans in some sense discovered numbers. The intuitive 

picture is therefore that numbers have an existence that is independent of human minds, and, since 

numbers are abstract, they are seemingly independent of physical form. This view of mathematical 

universals as real, non-physical things is called mathematical realism. Plato wrote about the reality of 

universals and mathematical realism is sometimes called mathematical Platonism. Some followers of 

Plato believed that circles in the physical world are merely imperfect shadows of ideal circles in the 

Platonic realm, with the ideal objects of the Platonic realm being more real than the physical. For the 

Platonist, there are at least some cases where the map is more fundamental than the territory. 

There are several views of universals that are in opposition to the realist view, and the one most often 

associated with physicalism is nominalism. Nominalism holds that universals are mental concepts or 

names we give to patterns. For example, we notice patterns among countable things. Three apples, three 

oranges, and three days have something in common: the count of three. This common pattern causes us 

to create a name, “three”, for the pattern. However, for the nominalist, the pattern of three real, 

countable objects is more fundamental than the number we invent to describe it. The nominalist is more 

wary about confusing the map for the territory. 

There are several ways that mathematical realism could conflict with physicalism. First, if all the terms 

are interpreted simplistically, then physicalism sounds absurd. How could numbers be made of matter? 

Second, if brains are physical, yet minds can know about non-physical entities, does this not mean that 

minds must have a non-physical component? 

To reconcile these conflicts, we need to examine the definitions of mathematical realism, physicalism, 

and existence. 

What do we mean when we say that numbers are real and independent of human minds? 

We mean that: 

Any process, real or hypothetical, that follows the axioms of a mathematical system would 

find the same theorems.  

For example, any system that reliably computes according to the rules of arithmetic will agree that 212 + 

37 = 249, and any species which can count or compute according to the Peano axioms will invent integer 

mathematics.  This statement is more abstract than physical systems in the sense that it does not specify 

any specific physical process and would hold even for processes that were non-physical.  

We can regard our statement about processes as a minimal form of mathematical realism, with Platonists 

claiming a yet deeper reality for mathematical objects. 

What do we mean by physicalism? 



Most advocates of physicalism really mean to say something like, “Physics is all we need to describe 

reality.” Yet, physics contains statements about physical processes, and many of these statements are of 

the form, “If we know some initial physical conditions or constraints about a physical system, then we 

can infer something else about that system, such as its future state by means of mathematical 

consistency.” 

That is, the reasoning in physics is mathematical. Physical entities could not even be defined without 

logical and mathematical reasoning. However, this does not necessarily imply that physical reality can be 

exactly described by mathematics. The mathematics is a map, not the territory.  

However, whether physics is governed by a small number of mathematical laws (map = territory, realism 

about physical laws) or merely approximated (nominalism about physical laws), physicalists argue that 

the only processes which exist to perform mathematics are in physical brains. 

With these minimal definitions, mathematical realism and physicalism do not necessarily conflict. As 

long as physical processes can perform abstract manipulations, physical processes are merely one 

example of the kinds of process that the mathematical realist is talking about.  

Many philosophers, not knowing what neural networks do, see nominalism and physicalism as prima 

facie implausible. “How can a physical machine create abstractions?” they ask. Indeed, without knowing 

about brain function, essentialism has an intuitive appeal. Sensation is an intuitive concept, so why not 

entertain the idea that we sense morality just like we sense warmth or the smell of coffee? 

Of course, knowing that neural networks are abstraction machines removes this intuitive objection. It still 

leaves the philosophical question partially open, but now we need not wrestle with intuitions inspired by 

ignorance. 

Just because the brain would create abstractions for mental concepts like numbers, circles, love, and 

morality does not imply that these concepts cannot possibly have a fundamental existence of their own. 

However, we generally do not invent new forms of causation when existing forms of causation are 

sufficient to account for observed phenomena. The laws of physics are sufficient to explain why a jumbo 

jet flies, and it is considered perverse and superfluous to invoke additional kinds of causation to explain 

the flight of airliners. 

Arguments from Reason and Intentionality 
The argument from reason, attributed to author C.S. Lewis, says that rationality is not possible in a 

purely physical world.4 There is a related argument about intentionality, or “aboutness”, which argues 

that physical brains lack the power to be about the objects of thought.5 

Suppose I write a book about the beauty of forests. I can share this book amongst those who speak my 

language, and they will understand that I am writing about beauty, about trees, and about the woodlands. 

They will know what I was thinking about when I wrote the book. But what is this “aboutness”? 

 
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argument_from_reason 
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intentionality 
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Those anti-physicalists who espouse the argument from intentionality claim that aboutness cannot be 

implemented by physical machinery, for there is nothing about one piece of physical matter that makes it 

intrinsically about another piece of matter. The anti-physicalists back up their claim about intrinsic 

meaning by looking at how meaning is expressed. If I copy the entire contents of Wikipedia to a memory 

stick, the memory stick still knows nothing at all. It merely contains a set of symbols encoded in bit 

patterns. To recover the semantic meaning in the data, we need a mind to be able to read the symbols and 

correlate them with a semantic understanding of the real world. 

Similarly, anti-physicalists who endorse the argument from reason say that rationality is not part of 

fundamental chemistry, so the chemical causes which operate in my physical brain are ultimately non-

rational. The anti-physicalist concludes that either human minds have non-physical aspects or they are 

non-rational.  

From these two arguments, the anti-physicalist argues that the physicalist’s claims are self-refuting—if the 

physicalist is right, then the claims of the physicalist are not rational and are without semantic meaning. 

Like the argument from essentialism, this argument requires that we not think too carefully about the 

relationship between physical brains, rationality, and semantic meaning. What is rationality? What is 

semantic meaning? What function of a machine would deliver rationality and intentionality? 

The problem with both arguments is that, if we do not clearly define what rationality and intentionality 

are, we lack justification to claim that either function cannot be implemented by chemical machinery.  

As before, an understanding what rationality is and what neural networks actually do will dispel the anti-

physicalist intuitions. Thanks to my learning experiences, there now exists a neural network in my brain 

that can recognize apples. This network functions as an abstraction for apples. When I speak of apples, I 

am really speaking of “that which my apple-recognizer would recognize.” This kind of function is just 

what is needed to implement intentionality and make my statements about externally recognizable 

objects.  

Similarly, once we understand that rationality is simply a matter of making inferences to the best 

conclusion given the available evidence, we can easily imagine chemical machinery that performs that 

task. Indeed, neural networks have been shown to be capable of making traditional logical, rational 

inferences.6 

Thus, in a physicalist picture, these neural networks have all the right properties for the implementation 

of rationality and semantic meaning. Neural networks are examples of assemblies of matter that can be 

about patterns in the real world. 

Conclusion 
Of course, the arguments presented here are merely a subset of the arguments arrayed against 

physicalism. However, most arguments against physicalism bear some relationship to minds and the 

 
6 https://skirmilitor.medium.com/logical-neural-networks-31498d1aa9be 
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alleged limitations of physical brains. As my examples demonstrate, many of these arguments evaporate 

once we understand how brains really function. 


